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Page 50 01. Frog table 650mm dia. 
02. Reg chairs P80.

frog
 table

03. Frog table 850mm dia.
04.  Viv Wood chair P88.
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The Frog table is an elegant product for the offices, 
restaurants or in the home. The design of the base 
pays careful attention to the scale of the material  and 
repetition of bends; the result is a table which is visually 
light and uncluttered when used in repetition.     

Frog’s base is constructed with a cold drawn steel bar to 
achieve a sharp and smooth finish. This is then finished 
with a zinc primed polyester powder coat for a hard 
wearing finish that is also weather resistant for outdoor 
use. Glass tops are connected to the frame with our 
beautiful, polished aluminium UV bosses. A variety of 
solid surfaces can be used (see below), some of which 
are suitable for outdoor use. *All dimensions quoted are 
rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.    

Frog Table designed by IntheDetail

sizes

FR-650-DIA
Frog 650
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H750
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H29.5

FR-850-DIA
Frog 850
metric (mm)
W850  D850  H750
imperial (in)
W33.5  D33.5  H29.5

FR-650-SQ
Frog 650 SQ
metric (mm)
W650  D650  H750
imperial (in)
W25.5  D25.5  H29.5
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3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products. 
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com or request a full CD.

support

design

technical

MFMDF white
edge banded

Compact laminate white,
with black crescent edge.

UV bonded clear glass
polished edges

White carrara marble with 
reverse chamfer edge.

Walnut veneer, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

Oak veneer, with reverse 
chamfer, polished
MDF edge

White or Black  powder 
coated base  as standard.

RAL colour powder 
coated bases on request.

White MFMDF, with 
reverse chamfer, polished
MDF edge

top options

base finishes

FR-975-DIA
Frog 975
metric (mm)
W975  D975  H750 
imperial (in)
W38  D38  H29.5

all images here plus many more are available at www.naughtone.com 
alternatively, get in touch to request our dropbox link to our full library. 

Forbo lino with reverse 
chamfer edge.
20 colours available.
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contents

Frog table designed by IntheDetail

facts

64.7%  Recyclable (frame, UV bosses & fixings)

general manufacture description

35.3% Compostable (top)

48% Recycled content (frame, top, UV bosses and 
fixings)

112.7% Recycled & Recyclable content

The frog table is available in a range of  sizes and 
finishes, for the purpose of this document we have a 
specific example from the range:

Frog table with an oak veneer top. 
FRO-850-DIA (veneer top) 

Please use the material index and the breakdown of 
component mass below to establish the environmental 
qualities of other finish options in this range.

The  frog base is supplied unassembled  in 6 parts for 
bolt together construction. The 4 legs are machine 
bent from mild steel bar, and the top and base crosses 
are CNC cut from mild steel. The  individual parts are  
finished with a zinc primed polyester powder coat for 
a hard wearing finish that is also weather resistant for 
outdoor use. 

The  table top is CNC cut from oak veneered MDF. The 
raw MDF edge is polished and finished with a hard 
wearing spray lacquer.

Frame (mild steel) - 62.3%

Top (MDF and oak veneer) - 35.3%

Aluminium UV bosses (aluminium) - 2.3%

Fixings (mild steel) - <1%

Frog environmental document

23kg Total weight                                             

35.3% Reusable content

further information for all our products can  be downloaded from the 
website www.naughtone.com.

* where  sustainable sources are quoted and a chain of custody is 
required by a customer - this must be indicated on the purchase order 
to naughtone. A chain of custody requested after an order has been 
placed or delivered may be  difficult to recover.

support

100% FSC certified timber

naughtone is FISP and ISO14001 certified
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